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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the use of an eﬃcient null space algorithm for hydraulic analysis that employs preconditioned conjugate
gradient (PCG) methods for solving the Newton linear equations. Since large water network models are inherently badly condi-
tioned, a Jacobian regularization is employed to improve the condition number to some degree, this resulting in an inexact Newton
method whose analyses is presented. Based on this analysis, constraint preconditioners are used to improve the condition number
further for more eﬃcient use of CG solvers. Operational networks are used to study the computational properties of the various
approaches.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientiﬁc Committee of CCWI 2015.
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1. Introduction
The Newton method for hydraulic analysis has a Jacobian with a saddle point structure [1,2]. In the numerical
optimization literature, null space algorithms for saddle point problems have been used extensively, often called
reduced Hessian methods [2]. Null space algorithms, as opposed to the range space approach of GGA [3], have also
been applied for hydraulic analysis of water and gas pipe networks [1,4–6]. For a WDN with np number of pipes
(or links) and nn unknown-head nodes, the number nl = np − nn, which is the number of co-tree ﬂows [6], is often
much smaller than nn. At each iteration, whereas the GGA method solves a linear problem of size nn, a null space
method solves an often much smaller problem of size nl but with the same symmetric positive deﬁniteness properties.
Therefore, signiﬁcant computational savings can be made for sparse network models. Moreover, GGA becomes
singular when one or more of the head losses vanish. Unlike the GGA approach, null space algorithms do not involve
inversion of headloss values. As such, they will not require processes to deal with zero ﬂows so long as there are no
loops with all zero ﬂows [1,2,6].
In this article, we analyze an eﬃcient null space algorithm based Newton method for hydraulic analysis proposed
in [1]. By using sparse null space basis, we show that a signiﬁcant fraction of the network pipes need not be involved
in the ﬂow updates of the null space Newton method. Taking advantage of this, a partial update scheme is used to
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reduce the number of expensive computations in calculating head losses . Since the ﬂow update equations of the null
space algorithm do not depend on pressure evaluations, computing pressure heads near convergence will reduce the
number of pressure head computations for further computational savings.
In this framework, the Newton steps are computed by solving linear equations projected in the much smaller
dimensional kernel space of the ﬂow conservation constraints. The resulting linear equations are sparse, symmetric
and positive deﬁnite; therefore, sparse iterative methods are considered for solving them. However, these linear
systems are inherently very badly conditioned due to the large scale of variation in pipe loss characteristics and ﬂows
when considering operational water network models. We consider the use of Jacobian regularization in the Newton
method [7] to keep the condition number low. We show that the resulting method will be an inexact Newton method;
we propose appropriate condition number bounds for the regularization that will not aﬀect the convergence properties
of the Newton method. In addition, we propose and study diﬀerent tailored constraint preconditioners for use with the
conjugate gradient (CG) method that will reduce the condition number further and enhance the rate of convergence of
the CG iterations. We demonstrate through case studies which preconditioners are most eﬀective.
2. Problem Formulation
In demand-driven hydraulic analysis, the demand is assumed known, as opposed to pressure-driven simulations
where demands are written as functions of pressure [8] to be solved for. Once a WDN is deﬁned by its connectivity,
and the characteristic of its pipes and the demands at each node, a steady-state solution of the system is computed by
solving the ﬂow conservation and energy loss equations for a given demand. The objective is to compute the unknown
ﬂows in each pipe and the pressures at the demand nodes. Let pipe p j have ﬂow q j going from node i to node k, and
with pressure heads hi and hk at nodes i and k, respectively. The head loss across the pipe can then be represented as:
hi − hk = r j|q j|n−1q j, (1)
where r j, the resistance coeﬃcient of the pipe, can be modelled as either independent of the ﬂow or implicitly depen-
dent on ﬂow qj and given as r j = αLj/(CnjD
m
j ). The variables Lj, Dj and C j denote the length, diameter and roughness
coeﬃcient of pipe j, respectively. The triplet α, n and m depend on the energy loss model used; Hazen-Williams (HW:
r j = 10.670Lj/(C1.852j D
4.871
j )) and Darcy-Weisbach (DW) are two commonly used loss formulae [7]. In DW models,
the dependence of the resistance coeﬃcient on ﬂow is implicit; see the formulae in [9, (1–2)].
Given is a network with np links connecting nn(< np) unknown head nodes, and n0 known head nodes. We deﬁne
the vector of unknown ﬂows and pressure heads as q = [q1, . . . , qnp ]
T and h = [h1, . . . , hnn ]
T .With head loss equations
deﬁned for each pipe and the ﬁxed heads and demands for each node taken into account, the set of nonlinear equations
that deﬁne the steady state ﬂow conditions are given by the matrix equation [10, Eq. (1)]:
f (q, h) :=
Å
A11(q) A12
AT12 0
ãÅ
q
h
ã
+
Å
A10h0
−d
ã
= 0 (2)
where the ﬁrst and second block-row of equations represent the conservation of energy (pressure heads) and ﬂow
continuity laws, respectively, h0 ∈ Rn0 and d ∈ Rnn represent the known heads (eg. at a reservoir or tank) and demands
at nodes, respectively. The matrix AT12 ∈ Rnn×np is the incidence matrix for the nn unknown head nodes. The square
matrix A11 ∈ Rnp×np is a diagonal matrix with the elements
A11( j, j) = r j|q j|n j−1, j = 1, . . . , np, (3)
representing part of the loss formula in (1).
Most non-linear equations and unconstrained optimization problems are solved using Newton’s method [11,12].
The same Newton method has been applied to solve the hydraulic analysis problem, for the ﬁrst time in [10], and
has been extensively used for the same purpose since then. By considering the Jacobian of f (q, h) with respect to the
unknown x := [q h]T , and using the head loss model for the ith link (3), the Newton iterations for the solution of (2)
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solve the linear equations f (xk)(xk+1 − xk) = − f (xk), i.e. :
∇ f (xk)(xk+1 − xk) = − f (xk)ï
NA11(qk) A12
AT12 0
ò ï
qk+1 − qk
hk+1 − hk
ò
= −
ï
A11(qk) A12
AT12 0
ò ï
qk
hk
ò
+
ï−A10h0
d
ò (4)
where N = diag(ni), i = 1, . . . , np. An equivalent representation for the set of linear equations (4) is:
ï
Fk A12
AT12 0
ò ï
qk+1
hk+1
ò
=
ï
ck
d
ò
(5)
where ck = (Fk −Gk)qk − A10h0,Gk = A11(qk) and Fk = NGk and all the variables on the right hand side are known at
the kth Newton iteration. Here, we ﬁrst state the convergence properties of the Newton method for hydraulic analysis.
This proof allows us to study/guarantee convergence properties of modiﬁed null space algorithms by posing them as
inexact Newton methods.
Lemma 1. (Convergence of Newton Method) Let x∗ := [q∗ h∗]T ∈ D, with open convex set D, be a non-degenerate
solution of (2), i.e. the Jacobian ∇ f (x∗) is not singular, and let {xk} be the sequence of states generated by the Newton
iteration (4). For xk ∈ D suﬃciently near x∗, the Newton sequence exists (i.e. ∇ f (xi) is nonsingular for all i > k) and
has local superlinear convergence (i.e. better than linear rate of convergence).
Proof. It can be shown that f (·) is continuously diﬀerentiable in Rnp+nn . If we assume x∗ is non-degenerate, the proof
is a standard result and is given in [11, Thm. 11.2] .
Remark 1. It can also be shown that the Jacobian of the loss functions is Lipschitz either when a Darcy-Weisbach
equation is used (for laminar/low ﬂows) or when the solution does not have zero ﬂows. In such cases, the Newton
algorithm will have local quadratic convergence [11, Thm. 11.2].
3. Null Space Methods for Hydraulic Analysis
When the assumption that A11 is invertible is valid, considering the block partitions of (5) and applying block
substitutions (a Schur complement reduction [2, Sec. 5]), an equivalent linear system with a smaller number of primary
unknowns is:
AT12(NA
k
11)
−1A12hk+1 = −AT12N−1(qk + (Ak11)−1A10h0) − (d − AT12qk) (6)
qk+1 = (I − N−1)qk − (NAk11)−1(A12hk+1 + A10h0). (7)
This reformulation of (4) is what is what often called global gradient algorithm (GGA) formulation in the litera-
ture [10].
Now assume a constant vector q∗ ∈ Rnp satisﬁes the mass balance constraint AT12q∗ = d. Suppose also that the
columns of a full-rank matrix Z ∈ Rnn×nl , nl = np − nn, span the null space of AT12, i.e. AT12Z = 0. If we express the
unknown ﬂow qk+1 in (5) as qk+1 = q∗ + q, from the relation AT12q∗ = d it is necessary that q = Zv for some v ∈ Rnl .
Therefore, from (5), substituting for qk+1 in the ﬁrst block row and pre-multiplying by ZT gives:
ZTFkZv = ZT [ck − Fkq∗]. (8)
So qk+1 = q∗ + Zv, and the heads hk+1 are calculated by solving
AT12A12h
k+1 = AT12(c
k − Fkqk+1). (9)
A null space algorithm based Newton method ﬁrst solves for x∗ such that AT12x∗ = d, and then iteratively solves (8)
and (9) in sequence until convergence is achieved. Of course, (9) need only be solved when the iterates are near con-
vergence because the ﬂow equations (8) do not depend on the pressure heads; see [7]for a discussion on convergence
criteria. The null space method has the following computationally advantageous properties:
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Algorithm 1 Exact Newton method with null space algorithm
Preprocessing for extended time simulations: Compute all constants
(i) Compute null-space basis Z
(ii) Factorize AT12A12 (i.e. compute L such that LL
T = AT12A12)
Preprocessing for a given demand d:
(a) Solve for q∗ from (10): LLTw = d, q∗ ← A12w
Input: δN , kmax, (q∗, L, Z) , q0, h0
1: set k = 0, and compute G0, F0, ‖ f (q0, h0)‖∞
2: while ‖ f (qk, hk)‖∞ > δN AND k ≤ kmax do
3: Fk = Regularize(Fk)
4: Xk := ZTFkZ =
np∑
i=1
f ki ziz
T
i
5: Solve Xkvk = bk
6: qk+1 = q∗ + Zvk
7: Recompute Gk, Fk
8: IF Near Convergence, THEN
9: Solve LLThk+1 = b(qk+1)
10: Compute the Residual error ‖ f (qk, hk)‖∞
11: Set k to k + 1
12: end while
• Where the null space dimension nl is small, the linear system in (8) is smaller than the Schur method equa-
tions (6). Since Fk is diagonal, the null space problem will be sparse if Z is sparse. With an appropriate choice
of Z, the number of non-zeros in ZTFkZ is much less than the number of non-zeros in AT12F
kA12 for most WDN
models.
• The matrices ZTFkZ can be shown to be symmetric positive deﬁnite (SPD). Even when Fk is singular, the
condition ker(Fk) ∩ ker AT12 = {0} is suﬃcient to guarantee positive deﬁniteness.
• The matrix coeﬃcient of (9), AT12A12, is similarly SPD – see the appendix of [6] for proof that the incidence
matrix for WDNs A12 has full rank, and positive deﬁniteness follows. Since this matrix depends only on the
network topology and does not change with Newton iterations or demand, a single numeric factorization can be
used for multiple hydraulic analyses.
• In extended time simulations, we need to solve for diﬀerent q∗ as the demands d vary. Now, since q∗ is in the
range space of A12, let q∗ = A12w, w ∈ Rnn and substituting for q∗ we get:
AT12A12w = d, (10)
Therefore, the same single factorization of the SPD system (9) can be used to solve for w by forward and back
substitutions and q∗ ← A12w).
• Similarly, the matrix Z is computed only once for multiple hydraulic simulations.
For (sparse) linear solvers, since the matrix factorization stage is the most computationally demanding stage [13,
Appx. C], the reuse of a single factorization for (9) results in large computational savings. It is also desirable that
the condition number of Z be low since the condition number of ZTFkZ is bounded by its square. Depending on the
the method of choice for computing Z, a number of null space methods can be adopted; Algorithm 1 shows the null
space Newton method tailored to demand-driven hydraulic analysis. Please see [1] for a study of various approaches
for generating very sparse and well conditioned fundamental null space basis Z.
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Figure 1: Proportion of links involved in ﬂow updates are shown using black edges for the network BWKWnet [1].
4. Solving the Null Space Projected Linear Systems
4.1. Partial ﬂow and headloss updates for computational eﬃciency of null space method
Let T (V, E1) denotes a spanning tree of the network graph G(V, E). If we reconsider the fundamental null space
basis Z, each column of Z deﬁnes a fundamental cycle, which contains a chord from the set of co-tree edges (E \ E1)
and a corresponding unique path in the spanning tree T (V, E1) connecting the two nodes incident on the chord.
Let E2 ⊂ E represent the union of edges in all such fundamental cycles, i.e. the set of pipes involved in the loop
equations. Then, the cardinality of the set E2 equals the number of rows of the matrix Z ∈ Rnp×nl that are not
identically zero. If we consider the linear system (8), we can rewrite the coeﬃcient matrix (i.e. line 4 of Algorithm 1)
as Xk := ZTFkZ =
np∑
i=1
f ki ziz
T
i , where f
k
i is the i
th diagonal element of the diagonal matrix Fk and zTi is the i
th row of
ZT . Let E2 be the index set of pipes belonging to the set E2. Then, the matrix of (8) reduces to
Xk =
∑
i∈E2
f ki ziz
T
i , (11)
because the rows of Z that are identically zero have no contribution. In other words, ﬂow updates at each iteration of
the null space Newton method will not involve the pipes not belonging to E2. At each Newton iteration, rather than
recomputing all the frictional head losses and coeﬃcients across the network of links i = 1, . . . , np, the partial update
formula uses the index set E2 to make updates over this smaller set, Gk+1ii = ri|qk+1i |ni−1, f k+1i = niGk+1ii , for all i ∈ E2
for HW models. For DW head loss models, the resistance coeﬃcient is a function of ﬂow, i.e. ri := ri(qk+1i ), and is
also updated only for links in E2. In our studies [1], this is shown to reduce CPU time by up to 1/3 for the null-space
method. This reduction is in line with the results in [14] where head loss computations are shown to cost 20-40% of
computational time of the Newton method. For example, for the operational network shown in Figure 1, only about
30% of pipes are involved in the loop equations (11) and 70% of links are excluded from unnecessary computations
by our approach.
4.2. Conjugate gradient (CG) solvers for (8): regularizations and preconditioning
An interesting property of the Newton iteration linear equations (4) is that they have what is called a saddle point
structure [2]; if the 2 × 2 block structure is considered, the A11 block is symmetric positive deﬁnite or semideﬁnite,
A21 = AT12 ∈ Rnn×np , np ≥ nn, and A22 = 0. In addition to hydraulic analysis [1,6], null space algorithms have been
exploited in many equality constrained optimization problems arising in ﬂuid mechanics, electrical circuit analysis,
computational structural mechanics and other applications where problems have this saddle point structure; see [2,
Sec. 6] for a large list of literature on such applications and a complete survey of solution methods.
By Lemma 1, Algorithm 1 is a Newton method for the hydraulic equations in (2). At each Newton iteration k,
the algorithm solves the linear equation ∇ f (xk) = − f (xk) in (4). In exact Newton methods, these linear equations
are solved exactly to suﬃciently small tolerances using direct or iterative solvers; for example, the solutions would
satisfy ‖∇ f (xk)+ f (xk)‖ ≤ etol‖ f (xk)‖, where etol can be made as small as possible depending on the machine precision
and condition number of the problem. Solving these linear systems to high accuracy is the bottleneck of the Newton
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Figure 2: Histograms showing the distribution of (a) pipe ﬂows for BWKnet network at 8:15 am. (b) frictional loss coeﬃcients for the pipes and
(c) associated elements in the diagonal matrix A11 in (4). Zero values are plotted as machine precision (eps,≈ 2e−16) here.
method [11, Sec. 11.1]. Since exact methods are often computationally expensive, inexact Newton methods solve the
linear equations only approximately to ﬁnd a step sk = xk+1 − xk that satisﬁes the milder condition
‖∇ f (xk)sk + f (xk)| ≤ ηk‖ f (xk)‖, for some ηk ∈ [0, η], (12)
where η ∈ [0, 1) [15]. This step is not the same as the Newton step and approaches the Newton step as ηk → 0.
The parameter {ηk} is referred to as the forcing sequence and determines how accurately the Newton linear equations
are solved. Using only the condition (12) with η < 1 and standard continuous diﬀerentiability assumptions, [15]
shows that linear local convergence can be achieved. The additional condition ηk → 0 guarantees better than linear
(superlinear) local convergence [11, Thm. 11.3]. For η that is suﬃciently small, the linear equations f (xk)sk = − f (xk)
are solved with progressively smaller error as we get closer to the solution. Iterative linear solvers are especially suited
for this since, unlike direct methods, they allow early termination. In the following, we propose and analyze the use
of CG with appropriate preconditioners and Jacobian regularizations to reduce the computational eﬀort of an inexact
Newton method for hydraulic analysis.
For null space methods, it has been shown in [4] that the problem stays well posed (i.e. the linear matrix coeﬃcient
ZTFkZ stays strictly positive deﬁnite ) as long as none of the loops have zero ﬂows in all pipes. Therefore, compared to
a Schur method, a null space algorithm is more robust in dealing with the zero ﬂow problem [1,6]. However, it is quite
usual to have badly conditioned hydraulic analysis problems when large scale operational networks are considered.
For example, Figure 2 shows the distribution of ﬂow magnitudes, frictional loss coeﬃcients and the elements of the
diagonal matrix Gk := Ak11, for network BWKWnet; see [1] for details of networks used in this article. The ratio of
the largest to the smallest friction factors is of order 108. When coupled with a large range for pipe ﬂows, this results
in even larger condition numbers for the linear system coeﬃcient matrices. In the cases where the condition number
is large or where ZTFkZ semideﬁnite (i.e. the condition number of the linear systems will be inﬁnite), the use of CG
diﬃcult.
4.2.1. Jacobian Regularization as an inexact Newton method
To avoid numerical ill conditioning and possible positive semideﬁniteness of the GGA linear systems due to sin-
gular diagonal elements of A11, zero and very small ﬂows were replaced by arbitrary small positive number in [10];
zero ﬂow cases are never allowed for in any link. However, as can be seen in Figure 2, even when zero ﬂows are
replaced by a small constant (for example, by the value 10−6), the condition number of A11 is quite large resulting
high condition numbers for ZTFkZ and AT12F
kA12 (of the order 108 in this case). A rule of thumb implies a loss of a
single decimal place in solving a linear system for every power of 10 increase in the condition number [7].
Therefore, a systematic Jacobian regularization method is proposed in [7] to restrict the condition number of the
Newton linear systems (5). Using simple computations, the work in [7] suggests a systematic way to choose a diagonal
regularization matrix J so that the condition number of the ‘regularised’ matrix F˜k := Fk + Jk is bounded above by
some given number κ¯, i.e. κ2(Fk + Jk) ≤ κ¯. For example, choosing Jkj j = max( λmax(F
k
ii)
κ¯
− Fkj j, 0) will guarantee that
κ2(F˜k) ≤ κ¯. Because F˜k is diagonal and invertible, it is straightforward to derive the bound on the 2-norm condition
number κ2(ZT (F˜k)−1Z) ≤ κ2(F˜k)κ(Z)2 using the triangle inequality for the matrix norm. This approach reduces the
loss of accuracy or convergence caused by inverting a badly conditioned Jacobian.
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Figure 3: The forcing term for the inexact newton method under diﬀerent condition number bounds κ¯, BWKWnet network [1].
If we consider the regularization scheme of [7], the matrix T perturbs the linear problem solved at each Newton
method; i.e. A˜s˜ + b = 0 is solved, where A˜ = A + T , A := ∇ f (xk) and b := f (xk) and T = diag(Jk, 0). Since the
matrix T is determined only by the condition number constraint Jkj j = max(
λmax(Fkii)
κ¯
− Fkj j, 0), its magnitude becomes
bigger as we set κ¯ to be smaller and vice versa. Now assume this perturbed linear system is solved to a suﬃciently
small relative error tolerance etol << 1, i.e.
A˜s˜ + b = v, ‖v‖ ≤ etol‖b‖. (13)
Substituting for A˜ and b and rearranging, the residual for the Newton method is As˜ + b = v − T s˜. This implies:
‖As˜ + b‖
‖b‖ ≤
‖v‖
‖b‖ +
‖T s˜‖
‖b‖ ≤ etol +
‖T s˜‖
‖b‖ . (14)
We deﬁne a ‘forcing sequence’ for the Newton method with the inexact linear solve process (13). From the relative
error bound (14), we deﬁne
ηk := ektol +
‖Tk s˜k‖
‖bk‖ . (15)
We show here that the forcing term can satisfy the condition ηk ∈ [0, η], η ∈ [0, 1) with some mild assumptions. At
the early Newton iterates, where ‖bk‖ := ‖ f (xk)‖ is large, the ‖Tk s˜k‖‖bk‖ term is usually small. However, as the condition
number of the system increases near convergence, the ratio ‖T
k s˜k‖
‖bk‖ can grow with increasing magnitudes in T
k and
smaller ‖bk‖ values. Therefore, we can keep the ‖Tk s˜k‖‖bk‖ term in ηk, and therefore ηk, suﬃciently small by making sure
κ¯ is not too small.
In Figure 3, we show how this bound on ηk evolves for diﬀerent bounds on the condition number κ¯ set for the
regularization scheme. For the BWKWnet (an operational network model with 4648 links and 4577 junctions, and a
HW head loss model, from a typical network in a built up (urban) area in England, UK [1]), typical non-regularized
condition numbers of ZTFkZ can be up to the order 1e10. Restricting the condition number of Fk to 1e5 via Jacobian
regularization improves the condition number by many orders of magnitude. Although regularized linear systems
with better condition numbers can be solved more accurately or eﬃciently by CG, the solution may be further away
from the Newton step as we make the condition number bound tighter and so can slow convergence of the Newton
iterations. For κ¯ = 1e3, the forcing function ηk approaches 1 – implying little progress by the Newton iterates as shown
by the convergence properties the solution errors ‖bk‖ in Figure 3. The inexact method is not even able to converge
to the required Newton tolerance of δN = 1e−6 within the maximum 100 Newton iterations set. After many such
simulations with all network models used in this article, it seems that setting κ¯ below 1e5 deteriorates convergence
and therefore is not advisable.
4.2.2. Preconditioned CG (PCG) methods
Subspace iterative methods, speciﬁcally the null space reduced CG method for our null space algorithm, are an
attractive option for solving large, sparse saddle point problems [2]. An advantage of CG in solving (8) is that it
avoids the need to explicitly form the matrix Xk := ZTFkZ and involves only matrix-vector products [16]. Therefore,
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in large sparse equations where direct methods cannot be applied due to memory constraints, iterative methods can
be the only option [11]. Since the CG iterations solve the reduced linear system (8) approximately only, it renders
the outer iterations into an inexact Newton method. As shown in (14)–(15) and Figure 3, the relative tolerance of the
linear solver ektol does not need to be arbitrarily small for η
k to be (suﬃciently) smaller than 1; it need not be much
smaller than the ‖T
k s˜k‖
‖bk‖ term. This allows the CG algorithm to terminate early by using a relative error tolerance e
k
tol
as an input argument; this ability to trade-oﬀ accuracy and computational time is, of course, not possible with direct
solvers. Here we propose the use of the decreasing function ektol = min{, ‖bk‖}, where  > 0 is some suﬃciently
small number and ‖bk‖ is the residual at the kth Newton iterate. Therefore, at the CG will have a tolerance of  at the
beginning, which then becomes proportionally smaller with the Newton residual ‖bk‖.
In addition to the required accuracy for the solution, an important property that aﬀects CG performance is the
condition number of the regularized linear systems. Since the convergence properties of iterative schemes worsen
when the condition number of the linear systems becomes large, they do not perform well without suitable precon-
ditioners [2,17]. To solve the null space reduced system ZTFkZv = −ckz , where −cz is the right hand side of (8), the
ideal preconditioner Wz would result in W−1z Xk = I; i.e. Wz = ZTFkZ results in clustering all the eigenvalues of the
preconditioned system at exactly 1. However, ﬁnding and inverting such a preconditioner at each Newton iterate k is
equivalent to solving (8). Therefore, we consider instead preconditioners of the form Wz := ZTHZ, where Wz is SPD
and H approximates Fk. Such a preconditioner is called a constraint preconditioner [16,17] since the A12 term is not
approximated, this ensures that the preconditioned system satisﬁes the linear constraints exactly. Algorith 2 shows
PCG (adapted frpm [16]) applied to the reduced systems in the null space of of the linear constraints. Note that the
preconditioning does not actually involve matrix-matrix multiplications.
The aim is to ﬁnd a tailored preconditioner W = ZTHkZ that will cluster the eigenvalues of ZTFkZ but does not
change with Newton iterations, i.e. Hk = H. This would allow a single Cholesky factorization of the SPD precon-
ditioner Wz to be used for all Newton solvers and all their CG solver calls and would be eﬃcient. We note that the
spread in the eigenvalues of Xk is both due to the varied scales of diagonal elements in F and the structure of Z. From
Figure 2 and the formula F j j = n jr j|q j|n j−1 for HW model, the spread in the the diﬀerent scales in F are caused mainly
by the spread in the pipe resistance coeﬃcients r j, which are a constant property of the links. Therefore, we propose
the use of the preconditioner W1 = ZTH1Z, where H1 is the diagonal matrix with H1, j j = n jr j. Similarly, for a DW
model we have that F j j ∝ LjD−4j [9, Eq. 2]–we propose the use of H1, j j = LjD−4j for the DW case. Alternatively,
W2 = ZTZ, and W3 = I (i.e. no preconditioner) are used.
Algorithm 2: Reduced PCG solves ZT FZv + cz = 0 for v
1: Initialization:
Choose initial v ∈ Rnl
Choose a preconditioner Wz
Inputs: F, Z, cz, v, Wz
2: rz = ZTFZv + cz, gz = Wz\rz, pz = −gz
3: while Not converged do
4: α← rTz gz/pTz ZT FZpz
5: v← v + αpz
6: r+z ← rz + αZTFZpz
7: g+z ← Wz\r+z
8: β← (r+z )Tg+z /(rTz gz)
9: pz ← βpz − g+z
10: rz ← r+z , gz ← g+z
11: end while
12: return v
Table 1: A comparison of average PCG solve times with diﬀerent pre-
conditioners vs unprecondioned solver (W3). The W1 (ws) refers to PCG
with preconditioner W1 and warm starting with previous Newton iterate
solutions. Each data is based on 500 hydraulic solves.
t (W3)/t (Wi)
WDN (np, nl) W3 (ms) W2 W1 W1(ws)
CTown (444, 48) 11.3 1.2 1.9 3.8
Wolf Coldera (1976, 206) 80.1 2.9 3.6 8.7
BWFLnet (2369, 66) 30.7 1.4 2.2 3.0
BWKWnet (4648, 71) 37.0 1.2 2.4 4.1
Another factor that aﬀects the convergence properties of CG is the initial condition. For a linear problem Ax = b
with solution x∗, the ith CG iterate ﬁnds the unique minimizer of the error norm ‖xi − x∗‖A in the Krylov subspace
Ki := Span{Ajb} j=ij=0 and so CG iterates have non-monotonic convergence of the residual error ‖Axi − b‖. The fact that
CG generates Krylov space iterates has enabled the implementation of CG using eﬃcient preconditioned Lanczos
methods [17]. In addition, solving for x in Ax = b and solving for z in Az = b − Ax0, where x = z + x0 are equivalent.
However, the Krylov subspace iterates generated by the two are not the same. This implies that the convergence of
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Figure 4: Comparison of rate of convergence of PCG in solving (8) at Newton iterates k. For (d), warm starting is used. Network BWFLnet with
HW headloss model used.
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Figure 5: Comparison of rate of convergence of PCG in solving (8) at Newton iterate (a) k = 1 (b) k = 8. Network model Wolf Coldera with DW
headloss model used. Preconditioners W1 and W2 are compared with unpreconditioned case W3.
CG will depend on the initial guess [18]. The closer the initial guess is to the solution, the fewer iterations CG takes
to converge in practice. In our application here, since the coeﬃcient matrix and the right hand side have similarity to
previous Newton iterates, we consider warm-starting each CG call with a solution for a previous Newton iterate.
In Figure 4 and Figure 5, we compare the proposed preconditioners and warm starting approach for HW and DW
network models, respectively. In Table 1, we test their performance in extended time simulations with 500 demand
scenarios in each simulation. All computations were performed within MATLAB R2013b-64 bit for Windows 7.0
installed on a 2.4 GHz Intel R© Xeon(R) CPU E5-2665 0 with 16 Cores. The parameters , δN and κ were set to 1e−3,
1e−6, and 1e5 respectively. The details of the water network models can be found in [1] and [6].
Figure 4c and Figure 5c we use a single Newton iteration (i.e. a single period hydraulic simulation) to show the
convergence of the Newton iterations when the CG method is started with a zero initial guess. As the residual of
these Newton iterates ‖ f (xk)‖ become small, the tolerances passed to the inner CG iterations min{, ‖bk‖} (and so
the forcing function) become smaller. Therefore, as shown in the transition from Figure 4a to Figure 4b and from
Figure 5a to Figure 5b, the latter Newton iterates will require more CG iterations. When the solution of previous
Newton iterates are used as an initial guess for the CG algorithm, Figure 4d and Figure 5d show the number of warm-
started CG iterates being reduced by a factor of approximately 2 compared to starting from zero initial conditions for
Figure 4b and Figure 5b, respectively. In Table 1, we show the average CPU times when using PCG in extended time
simulations with diﬀerent preconditioners and warm starting. Since we average the CPU time over large numbers of
PCG calls for each model (order of 1e4), the CPU time can be used as a measure of number of CG iterations taken.
The results in both Figure 4 and Figure 5 reveal that the proposed preconditioners are eﬀective at reducing the
number of iterations required for convergence. For both the HW and DW models, W1 (i.e. the precondioner that takes
into account both the pipe resistance and null basis) performs the best. Compared to the non-preconditioned case
(W3), it reduces CG iterates by 2–4 times. The preconditioner W2 also results in signiﬁcant reductions with numbers
of iterations somewhere in between the W1 preconditioned and non-preconditioned cases. Moreover, W2 has only
a marginally worse performance than W1 for the DW case. In all cases, warm starting reduces computational time
of the CG by about factor of 2. The best PCG implementation, which uses preconditioner W1 with warm starting,
reduces computational time by up to a factor of 9 compared to non-preconditioned CG.
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5. Conclusions
In this manuscript, we have analyzed the use of a null space inexact Newton method for hydraulic simulations of
water distribution networks. The saddle point structure of the Jacobian in the Newton linear systems has been exploited
to describe and propose novel sparse null space approaches, which solve the nonlinear hydraulic equations with less
computational resources. The repeated headloss computations for both Hazen-Williams and Darcy-Weisbach models
take a signiﬁcant fraction of total ﬂops used by the Newton iterations. We show that only a fraction of the network
graph edges are projected into the null space when appropriate fundamental null space basis are used. Therefore,
headlosses need only be computed for these links, reducing computational cost.
Using simulation results from an operational network model, we have shown the ubiquity of zero ﬂows, and the
inherent bad conditioning of the resulting linear systems for models with a range of scales in pipe roughness, length
and diameters. Hence, a Jacobian regularization scheme from [7] has been adopted to improve the condition number
of the linear systems. By posing the algorithm with Jacobian regularization as an inexact Newton method, we have
shown that choosing condition number bounds that are too small can result in slow convergence of the Newton iterates
or even destabilize them. This is because, as the condition number bound is made tighter, the regularization can take
the steps signiﬁcantly far away from the Newton steps. We have proposed appropriate condition number bounds.
In the inexact Newton framework, the linear system need only be solved approximately. We have exploited this
to propose the use of the iterative CG method, which enables a trade-oﬀ between accuracy and computational time.
To improve the convergence properties of the CG, we have proposed eﬀective novel constraint preconditioners that
are tailored to hydraulic analysis. In addition, we exploit warm-starting to accelerate the CG convergence further. We
have used case studies with network models from literature and large scale proprietary models of operational water
distribution networks, of various sizes and meshedness, to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our novel PCG-based null
space approaches. Results show that our new preconditioners and warm-starting can reduce CPU time of linear solves
by the CG method by approximately a factor of 4 on average and by up to a factor of 9 for some cases .
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